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.This report is submitted. in accordance with the requirements of (;ontract NA,S8-30744 and
.represents a final report covering work performed. under Exhibit. D - "Mechanica} Properties of
Several. Nickel Alloys In Hydrogen at Elevated Temperatures.".The Exhibi A effort oi' this
contract, covering properties cri' Incoloy 903 in various heat-treat and welded conditions was
documented in Pratt& Whitney Aircraft Report FR-7175, "ini'luence of Gaseous Hydrogen on the
Mechanical .Properties of Incooy_903," September 1975. h^xhibits E and C of,' this contract,
covering various mechanical . properties cif high-temperature alloys in . gaseous l^ydre^gen ai
elevated temperatures, were documented in Pratf & Whitney Aircraft Repnrt FIt-7746,
"Influence bf Gaseous. Hydrogen on the Mechanical Properties o1' High-Temherahlrc: Alloys,"
July 1976.
^^ The. objective of this phase of the program was to obtain .low-cycle fatigue and crack ji	 ;: propagation properties of Incoloy 903 and MAR-M -246. These ahci5xs are proposed for use in shave
^^ propulsion	 systems
	





temperatures. The specific environments included. air, hydrogen, and hydrogen and. water vapor
,^-t at 34.5 MN/m2 (5,000 psig).
After the initiation of the. Exhibit D test program, rocket . propulsion system . material
problems developed. Consequently the test plan was. modified to include the investigation of ',^'
t:
specific system operating conditions. In order to remain .within the contract funding restraints ^
^-=^ other testing was abbreviated or eliminated. Therefore, some areas. of investigation and analysis
^^




^tt The overall Exhibit D test program including types; conditions, and nurnhers of tests
conducted,s outlined ntable L-1. The primary goal of these testswas to determine the fatigue ;
^-^ and crack growth. rate properties of Incoloy 903 and MAI3-IVL-24.6 {HI' modified) in hydr^^gen and 1
^^
hydrogen-rich steam at elevated temperatures.
All testing was conducted on solid specimens exposed i^o external gaseous pressure. Specific ^
,^° mechanical. properties determined. and the testing methods -used are: ^
^^' ;,
L	 Low-Cycle Fatigue: - Low-cycle fatiguelife wasestablished byconstant total ^	 ^




2.	 Crack Growth - Crack growth rate properties were determined us^ig
^






" „^; This report is arranged in sections that cover the program conclusions, materiallcsted, aald
' results and conclusions of the individtynl prnpertytests. Ilncludes the lncc^lo^=JO,3 and MAR- ^	 j
M-246 (Hf modified) information. covered in t;he monthly progress reports previously issued under
^ the contract.
` ;^ The International Syster-^ ,f Units (SI) is used as the primary system c^l'trnis ('or reporlini;
specimen and test parameter,, :.nd results. Customary English uni s are included in parenthesis
t following the SI units, or in separate columns in data tables. The cusiom^try system of units wes
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' Table I-1. Exhibit "D".Experimental Test Outline for Incoloy 903 and MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified)
Type and Number of TestsTest Conditions
Test
Temperature	 Pressure




Condition'	 °K	 °F	 h^iN/m'	 psig Environment' 	 (LCF) (CGR)
Incoloy 903 : 	Forging	 Wrought +STA-2	 589	 600	 34.5	 5000 GH, + HZ0	 i
-.---^ 755
	
900	 34.5	 5000 GH, + H2O	 2





5000. GH Z. + Hz0	 12
1033	 1400	 One Atmosphere Air	 2
Incoloy 9(13
	
Forging	 TMI? +STA-1	 644	 700	 34.5	 5000 GH Z + HZ0	 3
811	 1000
	
31.0.	 4500 GHZ. + IIZ O	 3J 922	 1200
	 34.a
	







1000	 22:4	 3250 GHZ l HZ0	 1





Welded + 718 STA	 644	 700	 22.4	 3250 GHZ + HZ0	 1





EB Welded +STA-2	 755	 800	 26.9	 3900 GH2 + H,0	 1
_ _
-
Incoloy 903	 Forging.	 STA-2	 811	 1000.	 34.5	 b000 GHZ 4
^-+ 922	 1200	 34.5
	
5000 GHZ -K
N 922	 1200	 34.5	 50(10 GHZ + H2O 4
MAR-A'I-246	 Conventionally	 'CC	 811	 1000	 34.5	 5000. GHZ, 4





.5000 GHZ + HZO 4
-- MAR-M-246
	
Directionally	 DS	 811	 1000	 34.5	 5000 GHZ 2
i tHf Modified)	 Solidified	 1144- 1600	 34.5	 5000. GHZ 2
1144	 7:600	 34.5	 5000. GHZ + HZ O ' 3
'Condition: ^1
STA-2 — 1227°K (1750°F) 1 hr, AC +991°K (1325°F) 8 hr + S94°K (1150°FL8 hr (Total Age Time = 18 hr). AC ."'i
STA-1 — 11$0°K'(1575°F) 1 hr, AC + 991°K (1325°F) 8 hr+ 894°K (1150°F) 8 hr (Total Age Time = 18 Hr), AC
As welded — Preweld STA=2 HT'per above ^- GTA' (gas tungsten arc) weld '^
^^'elded +'718 STA — GTA weld + 1311°K (1900°Fl 20 min,'AC + 1033'K (1400°F) 10 hr + 922°K (1200°F)' for Total Age Time ?
20 hr; AC 7k EB ^^'elded 1 STA-2 — ^B (.electron beam) weld 1 STA-2 HT per above ^
^`
^
TMP +STA-1 — 'Finish Forging Operation (Final 40/50r'r reduction) petformed below 1144°K (1600°F) - (Thermo-mechanical
aProcessing) +STA-1 HT per abm^e
^' CC — As cast A




C=HZ + HZO — 50''c gaseous. hydrogen + 50 ^ water vapor by weight ^ O
.
^^.^
Air —Air at atmospheric pt'essure ^ C
GHZ - Gaseous hydrogen.. (with oxygen content less than i part per Ynillion) ^ 'O
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^^ This program was conducted. using. the Program Manager -Project Group System by the
Pratt &Whitney Aircraft Groin, Government Products Division, Materials and Mechanics
Technology Laboratory, under the cognizance of Mr. W. R. McPherson,. Metallurgy Branch,
Materials &Process Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center. John A. Harris, Jr. was the Pratt
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&Whitney Program Manager for the effort.
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	 Efforts in this program consisted of testing .
 to determine Low-Cycle Fatigue (LCF) and
.crack growth rate properties of one iron-base alloy and two forms of one cast nickel-base allo
-
y:
The alloys were tested in various forms and/or heat-treat conditions that are proposed for use in
ahigh-pressure hydrogen or a hydrogen-water vapor environment.. Environmental degradation aE
properties could. not be established due to the absence of comparable testing in an inert 1
_ atmosphere, however some general conclusions can be made comparing the results of tests in the ""'
:j hydrogen .environment with those in the hydrogen-water vapor'environment: ^
# . Detailed conclusions are presented in the various. sections pertaining to types of tests.. ^
""




'' Strain vs cyclic life for Incoloy 903 in various parent and welded conditions were generated
at 644°K, 755°K, 811 °K, 922.°K, 977°K, and 1033°K (700°F, 900°F, 1000°F, 1200°F, 1300°F, and
1400°F respectively) for cyclic and/or cyclic dwell conditions. '.
'
-^ 
.b Dwell. (hold). time at the maximum compressive strain had a significant effect on the fatigue
life of wrought Incoloy 903 at 1033°K (1400°F), with lowest life' occurring at the longer dwell.. +
-' times. Investigation of the effect of dwell was. limited and only conducted at 1033°K (1400°F}.
- * Forging chemical composition had: some effect on Incoloy 903 at 1033°K (1400°F). The
_„ forging, having slightly Gower carbon and nickel content had .consistently :greater .LCF life.
.
Additional testing however, may show this difference to be within normal data scatter.
The hydrogen-water vapor environment ,caused a 50 °lc• average reduction. in fatigue life,
^ ` indicating extreme degradation when compared with tests conducted in air, for. Incoloy .
 9(r3 at
'^ 1033°K (1400°F): I
^	 -,- The*e was no significant difference between the LCF life of wrought Incoloy 903 and welded
^^ -1- 718 STA.Incoloy 903 at 977°K
	 °F). However, the as-welded Incoloy'903 had slightly less. (1300








Crack growth rryte curves (da/dn vs OK) were generated for Incoloy 903 at 811°K (1000°F)
' and 922°K (1200°F); and for MAR-M-246 (Hf modified) in the conventionally cast (CC} and^_,
'E ':,
^	
ffi^ directionally solidified (DS) forms at 811°K (1000°F) and 1144°K (.1600°F).
^
^	 ^	 „,^. Crack growth rates increased significantly for. all materials with increasing test tem-
perature. A very significant increase (three orders of magnitude) in crackgrowth rate occurred for ?
^^
^'
Incoloy 903 tested in the hydr4^ ;^en-water vapor environment when compared with testing done in
hydrogen	 °K	 °F).alone at 922(1200The hydrogen -water vapor environment had less effect on
^ ^
^
i	 ^ MAR-M-246 DS material and almost no effect on MAR-M-246 CC material at 1144°K (1600°F),
^	 ^^,^
I
as compared to hydrogen alone. 1
r	 ^^i
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"^1 SECTION. III
,^,, MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS 4
`=^ A.	 TEST MATERIAL
'^ The purpose. of this program was to determine the low-cycle fatigue and. crack growth
.^ ^ properties. of one iron-base 	 alloy and	 two	 nickel-base	 alloys	 in	 high-pressure hydrogen
environments. Testing evaluated. these materials in various forms anal heat-treat conditions. All ^
,, test materials were supplied in the fully heat-treated condition. by the Marshall Spare Flight
^'
,^ Center (MSFC). Table III-1 lists the various materials, their form and heat-treat conditions, and
^ the types of tests performed. Chemical compositions are listed in table III-2, and typical
,j	 _ microstructures and macrostructures are shown in figures III-1 through III-3. ,,.,.
I	
_ - B.	 TE:T GASES
Hydrogen and. hydrogen-water vapor were used during the testing of specimens, and
^	 ^	 u nitrogen was. used as a preliminary purge gas. Propellant . grade hydrogen was provided under
j; Military Specification P-27201, which requires the gas to have an oxygen content of less than 1
- part per million. Analysis verified the gas to be of this purity. The hydrogen gas was used to
provide the test environments. The hydrogen and water vapor environment was oi^tainect by
^	 ^	 ° utilizing triple distilled water and a retort system so the water was vaporized by furnace heat
while maintaining the specified pressure. 	 -
Gas handlin	 s stems su	 1 m	 the test vessels were e ui 	 ed to enable sam ^lir,	 beforeg y	 pp y ^ g	 q	 pp	 1	 g
and after specimen. tests. The hydrogen was sampled extensively, both dry and safur^atect with
` watervapor (wet hydrogen was dried prior to analysis). Samples were analyzed ^^,vith a gas
chromatograph with accuracy in the parts per. billion'range. No appreciable differencewas noted




s a C.	 TEST SPECIMENS
_,._
;;	 , All specimens were machined by the Pratt &Whitney Aircraft Group, Materials ('cm4rol
i Iaboratory Machine Shop and finished to an average-roughness cif 10 µ-in. rms, or less, 1,CF
specimens were machined from supplied round specimen blanks. Crack growth . specimens were
{^ - machined .from pancake forgings (Incoloy 903) anal .from. Iasi or directionally solidified plate
t' material` (MAR-M-246). Specimens. were oriented- in the Incoloy 903 pancake .forgings to
" X determine crack, growth properties in the radial direction; .specimens for the directionally.
^,.. solidified MAR-M-246(Hfmodi^fied) material were oriented to determine ci •ac.k growth {zroperties
;;;^
^tr
parallel. to the primary grain direction (see :figure III-2).
..,
A typical set of specimens is listed in table III-3 and shown. in figure lII-4. Specimen prints
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Table III-1. Gouernmont Furnished Materials ^Ised to Determine Low-Cycle -Fatigue and Crack Growth
^ Rate Properties of Various Alloys in High-Pressure Hydrogen Environments
As Tested Condition
^ Material Forme	 Vendor HeaENo. (Heat Treatment) Type Test'
6 Incoloy 903 Forging —Flat Disk"	 Huntington Alloy HH24A9UK W-rought-STA-2 	 _'.________._.	 _, ,CF1227°K (1750°F), 1 hr, AC + ^.^-----
: 991°K (1325°F), $ hr + 894°K (1150°F) $ ht 	 _
(with Total Age = 18 hr) + AG.
Incoloy 903 Forging = Flat Disk	 Huntington Alloy.. HH22A9UY Wrought STA-2 LCF(same HT as above)
Incoloy 903 Forging -Ring	 Huntington Alloy HH36A5UK TMP +STA-1 LGF
Finish Forging Operation (Final 40/50Sb
reduction) performed below 1144°K (1600°F) +
1130°K (1575°F), 1 hr AC +
991°K (1325°F), 8 hf ^- 894°K (1150°F), S hr
(with Total Age = 18 hr) + AC
Incoloy 903 Forging: —Flat Disk
	 Huntington Alloy HH22A9UY As Welded' LCF
1227°K (1750°F) 1 hr, AC +
991°K (1325°F), 8 hr + 894°K X1150°F), 8 hr,
i (with Total Age = 18 hr), + AC^
;;	 ^„ + GTA weld
is Incoloy 903 Forging —Flat Disk
	 Huntington Alloy . HH36A2UK Welded + 718 STA LCF
GTA;'welded + 1311°K (1900°F), 20 mina+ AC, +
1033°K (1400°F), 10 hr, + 922°K (1200°F) for
Total -Age = 20 hr, + AC.
' Incoloy 903 Forging -.Flat Disk.	 Huntington Alloy NH22A9UY EB Welded +STA-2 LCF
EB welded + 1227°K (1750°.F) 1 hr, AC +
991°K (1325°F) 8 hr, + 894°K (1150°F) 8 hr,
-(with Total Age. = 18 hr) + AC
Incoloy 903 Forging =Flat Disk	 Carpenter Technology 91178 STA-2 CGR
^	 _
.	 i .	 ' 1227°K (1750°F) 1 hr, AC + '~
991°K (1325°F) $ hr, + 894°K (1150°F) B hr, >^	 ^-
'';" (with Total Age = 18 hr) + AC ecc
MAR-M-246 Conventionally Cast
	 Austenal L99-HBE As Cast CGR ^_(Hf Modified) """
3
MAR-M-246 Directionally Solidified
	 Austenal DE-002 1494°K (2230°F) 2 hr, FC + CGR ^
(Hf Modified) 1144°K (1600°F) 24 hr, FG Ji ^	
^`^: ,.";.'Types of Tests:	 LGF	 —Low-Cycle Fatigue ^
^i CGR	 —Crack Growth Rate
. ♦m	 !
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j 	 ^ Table lII-2. Chemical Composition of Materials Jsed to Determine Low-Cycle Fatigue and Crack Growth Rate Properties of Various Alloys
'^ High-Pressure Hydrogen Environments'
'if E7ementai Composition - r. fie Weight
bintrrial Fnrm	 Heat A4i	 C Si Mn	 P S	 Cr Ni	 'Mo Al Ti	 Cu Fe Cb+Ta	 Ta Ca W	 7,r B	 Hf
Inruloc903 FnrAin^	 HH24A9CK	 0.03' 0.12 0.05 0,004	 0.10' 38.06 0.^1 1.6T	 0.09` 40.76 2.86. 15:42 -0.007•
HH22A9C1' '	 0.0q 0.13 .0.14 0.(K14	 0.01' 38:44 0.9.1 1.37	 0.02` 40.80 2:96 1511 0.008'
,,^ ^ HH36A5UK	 Q.03 0.15 O.li (1,Op2	 0.(19 :38.43 O,i4 1,33'	 0:07 ... ..40.73 3.04 15.38 0.007
_^ HH36.42CK	 0.03 0.16 -0.17 0.044	 <0.13 38,3A 0.86 1.39	 <0.15 40.63 3.10 15,18 <0.066 ^
. f 911 i8	 0.020 0.03 0.05	 0.002
:.
0,005	 0.15 ' 37.82 1.01 l . i i	 0.16 39.93 3.00 16A4 0.007
?^ ^tAH^^1- '?4^i Cam'entianalh^ L99 • HBE	 0.16 C0.1 <0.1 0.0018	 8.90 Bal,	 2.fi0 5;50 1,68	 *'0.1 0.18 1.40 10.0 9.20	 p.07 -0a16	 L90
} tH1^1rrc1iGedt' Cast.
^laN.11-_^46 pirectinnallr	 _UE'-1N12	 0.14 G0.05 0:01 D:002	 8.91 Bal.	 2?i: 5:74 l.fil	 <O,p 0.07 f.70 10.A8 9:50	 0.06.0.014 1.60
.e
iH111nditiedl, Snlidified^ ,. ;-
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Parent Metal Zone,
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Welded + 718 STA



















As Welded (Preweld STA-2)	 Welded + 718 STA	 EB Wetcled +STA-2
Weld Zone, S/N HH22A9UY 	 Weld Zone, S/N HH36A2UK	 Weld Zone, S/N HH22A9UY
FU 122661
Figure 111-1. Typical Microstructures of Incoloy 903 Material Used for Low-Cycle Fatigue Testing.
Magnification = 100X (Prior to a 50% Reduction for Printing Purposes)1
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Figure II/-l. Typical Microstructures, Macrostructures, and Fracture Faces of Materials (Iced
for Crack Grou^th Rate Testing (Magnifications Indicated are Prior to a 50°0
Reduction for Printing Purposes)
III-5




Pratt 8 Whitney Alrcratt Group
FR-8971
Mag: 6X	 FAL 43980
Incoloy 903 As Welded
(Specimen AW-10)
Mag: 6X	 FAL 43979







Incoloy 903 EB Welded +STA-2
(Specimen EB-1)
FD lr?Fifia
Figure 111-3. Typical Macrostructures of Welded Incoloy 903 Low-Cycle Fatigue
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Table 111-3. Specimens	 Used to Determine Low-Cycle
	 ^
Fatigue and Crack Growth Rate Properties of
Various Alloys in High-Pressure Hydrogen
Environments
Specimen Name	 Print No.
	 Figwe No.
Constant Strain LCF
	 FML 957160	 III-5























	 Pratt & Whitr^
1	 F L ORIDA RESEARCH AND D
i	 fAL 43661
Fn ^ r_n+;a
Figure III-4. Typical Test Specimens Used to Determine the Effect of High-
Pressure Gaseous Environments on Low-Cycle Fatigue and Crack
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^I Sprain controlled ]nw-cycle. Iatigue iLCF) tests were conducted tc^ estaL^lish cyclic lil'eof
^^+
Incoloy 903 in parent and. welded forms in a high-pressure environment of hydrogen and water
vapor (50°i; by .weight). The majority of the test data tivas generated R^r limited dosign and
;^ ^ engineering use. In some cases, comparable conditions were evaluated acrd f he effects of heat-
	 1 '
^m
treatment and/or weld process could be noted.
^l The testing was very limited, consequently° general observations could be made but could
	
^•
^ -.. not be statistically substantiated.^
^ The LCF tests were conducted' in the .
 strain-controlled mode:. `I'hc tetit consisted of a	 ,
compressive start. with the material: cycling through a constant total strain range (elastic bias
	 1
'^` inelastic) unt,l s}^ecimen fracture. The strain cycle was totally compressive, wifh a dwell or held
	 j
time at the maximum compressive strain. This resulted in a mean strain equal to one -half the
^ maximum compressive strain. This cycle is shown in figure IV-1, Test st r'<^in levels wece initi^^lly
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^ ,	 B. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Testing was initially conducted to establish the effect. on cyclic life due to dwell time at the
maximum compressive strain, and to determine the minimum dwelt .
 period which would produce
the maximum life reduction consistent: with .proposed space propulsion mission duration,. `Phis
^	 dwell time would then be used for all. subsequent tests.. Incoloy 903 in the wrought. STA-2
^ ^	 condition was. tested in 34,5 MN/m' (5,000 psig) :hydrogen. and water vapor at 1033°I{ (14UU°F),
I	 with dwell times of 480 seconds, 300 seconds, and with. no dwell. time (figure IV-2),. The specimen 	 `i tested with the 4ti0-second. dwell time had the lowest cyclic li('e consequently this dwell. time was








i ^	 480 Second Compressive
Dwell








All Compressive Strain >,10	 100
fMean — ^^2 EMin	 Cycles to Failure-
r Fi ure IV-2. E ect o Dwell (Hold Time on. l,ow-C cle Fati ue Li e o Incolo 903,.g	 ff	 f	 )	 Y	 g	 f	 f	 Y
:Wrought STA-2 in 34.5 MN/m' (5000 psig) H^^drogen +Water Vapor
at 1033°K (1400°F)
^
Forging composition had some effect on LCF life fir Incoloy 9O3 wrought STA-2 at 1033°K-
(14UU°F), see figure TV-3. Specimens were machined from two different tiyrged disks and were
u tested at similar strain ranges in 34.5 MN/mz, (5,000 psig) hydrogen and water vapor. The`
difference noted. however may be within normal data scatter:.
Two specimens_ were :machined to a cylindrical .,gage section geometry (figure IIL-ti) fora
comparison .with tapered gage LCF specimens (figure 1I1-5) from ihe'same forging. The data did -
	 '
^ show some difference, but the difference was not consistent at bosh siraiu ranges tested, and
	 .`
' again the distinction may fall within data scatter at these conditions (figure IV-4).
Environmental. degradation could be seen-in LCF life due to t:he hydrogen and water . vapor,	 t!
^ atmosphere when compared with tests conducted in air at 1033°K (14U0°F) as shown in figure
	 i
N-5. A reduction in LCF life of 20°^ was observed at a total strain range of 1.5`'i, and a 70^'^
reduction occurred at 0.7^'^ total strain range for Incoloy 9U3 wrought 5TA-2 ai 1U3;i°K (14UU°^).
	 ^ A.
..	 -	 d
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i
	Figure IV-3. Low-C^^cle Fatigue Life of Incoloy 9O3, Wrought	 Figure IV-^. Louj-C^^cfe Fatigue Life. of Incolny 903, Wrought 	 ^	 .^----
	
STA-2 Comparing Forging Composition in 34.5 	 STA-2 Composing Specimen Gage Section	 D	 1
	MN/m^ (5000 psig) Ht^drogen -^ Water Vapor at	 Geametry in 3^:5 ]IIN/m 2 (50pQ prig) H^^drogen '- 	 ^
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	Figure I1'--^. ^au^-C^^cle Fati^u,e Life of Incoloy 9 p3, Wrought:	 Figure IV-6. Loi n -Cycle Fatigue Life of Incolo^r 903, iWrought
	
STA-? in' Air ,and 34.5 M1V/m^ (5p00 psig)	 STA-2Gomparing^'orgingComposition, Specimen
H^°drogen ^- Water Uapor at 1033°K (1400°F)




























Incoloy 903. material. was tested in the wrought STA-2, as-welded, and welded -t 7l8 S`l'A
forms at 977°K (1300°F). The as-welded material. appeared equivalent. to f he wrought material at
^
	
	 higher strain ranges, but was degraded at. Power strain ranges (I'igw •e 1V-7). The welded ^ 71.8
STA material was not significantly different. from the wrought maierial at all strain ranges (figure
N-8). Figure N-9 presents all test data for Incoloy 903 ai 977°I{ (1.300°F).
^	 Cyclic strain. range vs life for in^coloy 903,. wrought. STA-2 and. FB welded, at 765°I{ (9fx)°I+')
is shown in figure IV-10.
Incoloy 903 in the TMP + STA-1 form tvas tested at 644°K, 811°K, and 922°I^ (700°F,
1000°F, and 1200°F respectively). TMP represents thermon,echanical processing, wherein the
finish forging operation. (final 40/50^z: reduction) is performed below 11.44°I{ (1f00°F). (:yclic
strain .




	 Some specific tests were conducted to screen for problems, Certain maierial/temperature/
strain range conditfons which engine hardware is expected to experience were investigated. A
^,,	 cyclic life requirement of 240 cycles Was specified. If failures occurred priorto reaching 240 cycles,.
'	 further tests were conducted. If a specimen completed 240 cycles without :failure, -the test was
^"°	 discontinued.
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^^ ^	 Figure IV-7. Lou + -Cycle Fatigue Life of Incoloy 903, Wrought Figure IV-8. Low-Cycle Fatigue Life of Incoloy 903,. Vf Trought ^
t,	 STA-2 and as LVelded in 34.5 MN/m' (5000 psig) STA-2 and Welded + 718 STA; in 34.5 MN/m' ^	 -
`II^ 	 Hydrogen and Water Uapor at 977°K (1300°F) (5000 psig) Hydrogen artd Water. Vapor at 977°K 1
I (1300 °F) m
^{ ^	 =^^^,
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Q Forging S/N HH24A9UK, Wrought STA-2
^; [] Forging S/N HH22A9UY, As Welded (Preweld STA-2) 	 ^^
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	 FD T_°f,.. ?
Figure IV=12. Low-Cycle Fatigue Life of Incoloy 903, TMP + 'Figure IV-13. Lozv-Cycle Fatigue Life of Incoloy 903, TMP + ^
.{.
t; 2STA-1, in 31.0 MN/m (4500. psig) Hydrogen + ry	 4ETA-i, in 34.5 MN/m (5000 psig) Hydrogen + .c
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' Table i V-1. Ilow-Cycle Fatigue Properties of Incoloy 903 in Air and High-Pressure Hydrogen. and Water Vapor
I^
hfrttena! Test Conditions Trat Rr.ult^
i
-	 ^^
,j Tcst Temperature Pressure Tots! Strain
	
Duel! Timr' ('srlrk irz. lnrlrtstir SlrninRnn>;r /'il.
'^ Condition'	 Xertt ;Yo.	 Spr imen. SlN	 °K	 °F' EnnironmenP hfN/m' psil; Range' (` /	 (Srrnnda Fni(urr .4finimum	 .Mnrimum Aerra>;r
^ Wrought STA•2
	 HH24A9UK	 PI	 1033	 14nD	 (1H,+H2O 34a SCNIn LfNI 4R(1 2R 11.3n n.7n 0.5DWmught STA-3




	 I4nn	 GH,-F H2O. 34.5 n(1(NI :	 1:?7 11 ' qfi 0.4 q -ns n.49 j
^^
i '
RrrouRht STA-2	 HH24A9CK	 P7	 1033	 14D0	 GH, H 2O .14.5 5006. 1.44 4A0 1R (1,A 1.(X1 0:93
'^. Wrought STA-2	 HH24A9UK
	 P8	 1033	 140D	 GH +H 2O 34.5 50(1(1 n.6a 4R(I
.162. O.OA D.3i 423 -^J Wrought STA-2
	 HH24A9UK '	 P9	 1033	 14D0
	
GH,+H 2O 34.5 5D(iD 1,57 4Rt(` 14 0,9i 1,05 LOlT WrouRht STA'-2	 HH24A9UK
	 P10
	 977	 1300.	 GH,+H 2 O 34.5 5(X10. 1.71 4AD 27 0.73 D.AA O,AI
^..^.•-
^	 ^ N`mught STA-2	 HH24A9UK
	 Pll	 `iS5	 900	 GH,iH2O 34.5 fiD(X1 2.50 4A0 AR (1.9(1 1.23 1.Oi
^




	 HH24A9UK	 P13 '	 977 '	 1300	 GH,+H2O 14.,5 .5(NXl 0,70 4Rff 2R5 0.02 (1.06 -0.04
^
WrouRht STA-2	 HH24A9UK'
	 PI4	 755	 900	 GH,+H2O 14,5 5(X10 1.50 4A(1 672' 0.14 D.21 p:IRWrought STA-2	 HH24A9UK
	
PIS
	 SA9	 600	 GH,+H2O' 34.5	 : SDDO 1.5(1 4R0. 32(N 0:09 (1.14 0.12 -	 'Wrought STA-2
	 HH24A9UK	 P10	 1033	 ]4Cd1
	 Air One Atmosphere 1,5(1 4R(I 19 0.5fi0.69O.G1
'
t4'mught STA-2
	 HH24A9UK	 P17	 1033	 1400	 Air One Atmosphere O.iO 4R(1 754 0,(13 0.16 0.10Wrought STA-2	 HH22A9UY
	 P20	 1033	 1400	 GH:+H2O 34.5 50(X1. 1.50 4RD 12 O.RO 0.95 D.RR ,1 SVrought STA-2	 HH22A9UY	 P21	 1033	 1400	 GH:+H:O 34.6 5D(Nl n 70 4R0° 5^ tl.D6 Q.13 (L10
_j WmuRht STA-2	 HH22A9UY	 P22'	 1033	 ]4(Nl
	 GH,+H:O 34.5 SCXK) 7 50 4Rn 1a LOR i.i i 1.70 'iIYrnught STA-Z




'i1t1P +STA-1	 HH36A5UK	 T1	 All	 1000	 GH,+H 2O 31.0 45(X1 2.5(1 4Rn 5R 1.15 1.3A 13;TMP +STA-1	 HH36A5UK	 T3	 922.	 12(X1	 GHt+H 2O 34.5 6OOD 1,R0 4Rt1 fz5 D.AO -D,9fi O.A.R




	 HH36A5t,TK	 T5	 922	 ]?00
	 GH,+H2O 34.5 npflD 2.0(1. 4R0 f,3 0,;9 0,93 O,RT ;f T211p +STA-1
	 HH36A5CK	 T6	 922	 12(Nl	 GH,^H2O 34.5 .iDOn 1.5n 4Rn 149 443 0.60 OAfi
^
f 'PMP +STA-t	 HH36A5t.'K	 Tr	 All	 10(10	 GIi,+H:O 81.0 45(1(1 1.50 4An 4?n tT.2F 0,81 i1.80
i TMP	 STA•1	 IiH36ASUK	 T8	 811	 1000	 GH,+H2O 31.0 45(1(1 2.On 4R0 201 D.62 O.fiS 0.64
`,





	 HH36ASUK'	 T10	 6;4	 iDO	 GH:'-H2O 34.5 fifNln 2.DD 4A0 ;{2R D.-1R (1.5A (1S3
t-+
r	 O As Welded	 HH22A9UY'
	 AWtO.	 977	 1300	 GH,+H 2O 34.5 S(XN! 1,5D 4A0 41 O.SP n;l O.fiSIs	 i As Welded	 HH22A9UF
	 AWIl	 911	 I(XHl	 GH,+H2O 22.4 32:i(i 1.46 4AD 490° D.fiA 0.7 0.73
a AsSS'elded	 HH22A9CY '	 AWI2	 9ii




	 13(X1	 GH,+H 2 O 34,5 5(10(1 l.Dn 4R0 4fi D.en 0.14 0,32
Welded ^- 71A STA
	 HH36A2UK	 1-92	 977	 13(1(1	 GH,^H2O 34.fi 5000 1.5D 4R0 3D 0.5(1: 0.59 n.5	 -
' Welded i 71A! STA
	 HH36A2UIi	 2-92	 977	 13(X1	 GH:^ H,0 14.5 n(tOn : 1.(HI 4An f„ n.20 n.•?n 0.23Welded + 718' 5TA
	 HH36A2CK	 3.92 '	 977	 1300	 GH,^ H 2O 34.5 5(X10 n.;6 4Rt1 319. O D4 0.19 0.09 lj
^tielded = 719 STA
	 HH86A2( rK	 4-92	 644	 7n0	 GH,*H,0 22A 3?5n 1.40 4A0 311.(' D.I:i n.J; nab +
1






STA-2- 122	 K t 1;50°FI I hr_ AC+. 991°K t73^5°Fl R hr + A94'K tit5n'Fl R hr tTmal age time - IA hrl AC p-r	 j




- pmreccingl + 1.130°K.f 1575°Fl 1. hr, AC S- 991°K (1325`Ft tl hr - R94°Ft; t 1150°FI 4 hr iTotnl aKe nme
	




As Welded - Preweld STA ? HT'prr shove +GTA (Gas tunQSten ar y l weld. ^
t1'elded + 71A STA -- , GTA weld + t8I l°K {19DD°FI 20 mm. AC + ' 1n33°K 119(10°F1 10 hr ° 922°K 112(X1°Ki Inr h,tat a^_r time
20 hr. AC	
,





Racerius hvdmtten } SD', water vapor by wriphf ^
Air - Air at atmospheric pressure, m
'FnlalStramRange. SlriiinRanges a re al lcom prrs<i ve.= trains•ithmennctrmntilequaltn'themanmrmtrnmprr..itr,tratnr, r.
.M^►
N 1
'Dwell Time: 15weA ume is the period of time the specimen tc held at the maximum rnmpri •« ive
 
sirnin ^ ^
`Specimens P22 and P21 had a ccOndrical gage'serGnn genmetrp tree figure Ill fi. All rnhrr tests nsrd standard 1.CF tillrrunrn t Fi^urt• ^ GIlL:il, t-J+ .0
r
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- C.	 TEST PROCEDURE
E	 " Smooth, round, solid specimens were used for the strain-controlled LCF tests ^•onducted
-! i raider ibis contract. The test specimens used are described in Section li[ and detailed in figures
^ liT-S and 1TI-6. The specimen configuration na,rporates inlegral machined extensometer collars.
'	 ^	 "^' Acalibratirn^ procedure has been established io relate the m^rximtrm strain-to-collar-ctef7ection
I	 ^^^ during both the elastic and inelastic portion of the strain ct^cle. The Specirnc>n design anc,
}	 ` calibration procedure were verified both experimentally and anal^•tiz'ally.'
!" All tests were conducted on P&WA -designed and fabricated, closed-loop-t^cpe, h^=draulic<11-
'^ ly actuated test machines utilizing the strain-control mode.'I'he n^^,chine, controls, and reador;t
instrumentation used for the air tests. are shown in figure 1V-1 .1. fipecirnen axial strain wa4
measured and controlled by means of a dual proximity probe extensonu^tersys(em (figure IV-15).




High - pressure environmental tests were conducted on a closed-loop-type, hydrau]ically
-' ^ actuated test machine, similar to the one used for the air tests. The test machine is located in an
'" isolated test cell . with all controls and instrumentation located in an ailjacenf hlockhcruse {figure
N-16). A P&WA designed pressure vessel was mounted on the upper platen c^I'the test machine.
-	 ^^ ('he vessel incorpoi•aies a Grayloc type high-pressure flange for sealing and ease ^I' assembly. The
I :^ lest rn^chine compensates through the servosystem for the load in the specimen due io pressure
a^rting over differential .specimen/adapter areas. A pressure transducer provided a feedback	 '
^ signal,	 proportional to' chamber pressure,-to the servoconi roller. 'Phis signal	 was rased in
^-
^^
conircrliing a mean load applied to the linkage so zero strain in the specimen gage was maintained
^4, when the vessel assembly was pressurized. 1 his same load was then superimposed on the cyclic	 '





^^" Bothinternal (to the pressure vessel) and external load cells were used to obiaincyclic load;
thus, the effect.. of friction at the load rod seals. was . known and accounted for. ` Fleciric^al
^	 ;
^^,
connections to the load cell, extensometer system, furnace (for elevated temperature tests), and
^ thermoccniples were made through the_vessel :wall via. high-^re:;sure bulkhead connectors. Setuias 	 '
^ of the pressure vessel showing the extensometer system and furnace arrangement are shown in
'	 ^	 ^	 ^^ figure IV-17.
`^" For ele ated tem ^erature testin	 a .two-zone resistance fu nave with se Karate ccmtrulis v	 (	 g>	 ^'	 I
.^-
I	 I
. ^ systems for each zone was used.`The furnace surrounds the specimen and fits within the frame of^
the pressure vessel (figure IV-17c). Thermocouples attached to the specimen gage section were
used to m^^nitor and control temperature during test.
,,	 ,
The hydrogen and water ^;apar environment was obtained utilizing triple-distilled water irr
^ -.	 ^^^^ a pure hydrogen-containing retort cyst-em so t ae water was vaporized lay furnaceheat. The retort
j
'' ' system,	 containing the test specimen and water, fits .within i}re I'rrrnace and consi4ts rrf a
pistnn/tube type-arrangement (figures IV-1$ :and IV-19):-The pist^,n, attached 	 o the lower pull
^	
^^R
rod, incorporates an O-ring which provides a seal against the inner surface of a'tube (cylinder),
.^ which is attached to the upper pull rods. During test the tube remains basically stationary relative
,'^ to the piston. The base. cif' the piston incorporates Q-ringhciles fc^r passage of^the extensomeier
is	 "`;..
^'
tubes, and check `valves which. allow hydrogen to enter the retort and prevent water from
`. escaping. Pressure inside the retort. and vessel was equalized; therefore, the retort contained fhc
hydrogen and water vapor environment and was not subjected t:o any stresses due to dii'ferential 	 t
^ ^ ^ (internal tczexternall pressure. Thermocouples also exit t1ae retort via connectors installed inure
^,^:	 ^ ^ base' of the piston. They mcmitor and control specimen and water vapor temperature. I3y
f
^ ^°f controlling the lower zone of the furnace, water was vaporized at a temperature which assured
^^
500QO0-ppm water vapor (50°^^ lay weight)....
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Figure IV-14. Servohydraulic Closed-Loop Low-Cycle Fatigue Testing Machine(Used for

































^	 ^	 ^ `^ ^^Proximity
Probe	 ^	 t^
...	 tea,
I ;. ^^— Lower Load Roci	 '
FI, yto
1	 Figure IV-15. Load Cell, Load Rods, specimen, and Extensometer Assembly Mounted in Low-





































Figure IV-lfi. High-Pressure Environment Low-Cycle Fatigue Testing Ma-
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c) Test Vessel Open Showing Furnace
In Place
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b) Retort System With Cylinder In Place
Fn v^,i
FAE 146128
a) Retort With Cylinder Removed Showing Piston,
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Strain, as sensed by the extensometer system, was .recorded on the "X" axis of an "X-Y"





I opS is shown in figure IV ^20uring the cyclic life of all tests. A typical series of` LCF hysteresis
Prior to test, specimens were rinsed with trichlorethylene, wiped. dry, rinsed. with. acetone,.
wiped .dry,. and inserted into the test, fixture. All handling of specimens was done with clean
gloves.
Periodic checks of hydrogen tesi environments revealed. oxygen levels less than 1 ppm, This
	
purity level was. obtained using the following test procedure:
	 '
1. Secure pressure vessel 	 ^•
^+^	 2. Pressurize to 0.345 MN/m 2
 (50 psig) with. nitrogen gas and leak check:
""	 3. Vent system to 0.034.5 MN /m^ (5 psig)
- 4. Repressurize and vent with nitrogen gas (steps 2 and 3) two additional times
^,^
`, '	 S. Pressure purge to 3..45 MN/m^ (500 psig) with hydrogen gas
^►k
6.- Evacuate pressure vessel, gas supply, and sampling system: to an indicated
	 j




7. Repressurize and evacuate system (steps 5 and G) two additional times
^^
^«^
8. Pressurize system to 3.95 MN/m z {500 psig) with hydrogen. gas and obtain gas
sample
,.^.
-	 9. Pressurize to X34.5 MN/m' (5,000 psig) with hydrogen gas and conduct test
	 -
i	 10. Vent to atmospheric .pressure, flow and .
 pressure purge with nitrogen gas,






































Figure iV-20. 7;vpical Series of Stress-Strain Hysteresis Luups Generated
During a Loin-Cycle Fatigue Test
. .	 ... ,.	 . •..	 bf^++rr.+MWlrwa..w	 JJ
^.
,.:.^









Crack .growth rate tests were conducted. on Incoloy 903 and MAR-M-24f, (Iii modified) at
elevated temperatures in 34.5 MN/m^ (5000 psig) gaseous hydrogen ^r hydrogen plus water vapor
(50^l^ by weight) environments. Incoloy 903 was tested at .811°K (1000°F) and 922°K (12(10°F).
MAR-M••246 was tested at 811°K (1000°F) and 1144°K (1600°F}.	 `
The test program was designed to generate crack growth rate (da/dn) versus cyclic stress 	 _
f	 intensity (OK) curves. to determine the effects of temperature and environment on the crack
,.,^	 growth properties of these materials
;. ""•
The Incoloy 903 :material was . supplied in the form of pancake i'or^;ings in the :fully. heat- -
treated condition (STA-2). MAR-M-246 (Hf modified) was supplied as plate material in two




testing .was the lw compact tensile specimen as shown previously in figure III-7 incorporating a
the3ron-type crack-starter notch and integral knife edges per ASTM E399-74.
^	 Crack .growth tests were conducted . in - the load controlled mode. The tet consisted of
'°'^	 cyclically oading the specimen between. the minimum. load and the maxim^im load until
..complete fracture,-The loading cycle was all tensile with a 49]-second hold dime ai the maximum 	 ^:^.^
	
,
^^^	 load. All. specimens were .tested at_an R ratio(minmum load/maximum load) ul' 0.1. 'Fhe test
,.,









jt ^	 Tensile	 2 S^cor^ds	 .
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'	 ^ ^'
FR-8971
- Crack growth data f'or this program was analyzed using an interpolative mcu{el developed fiyr
the analysis of elevated temperature fatigue crack propagation data.* .The mc^cfel' has been
surcessfuily used to describe the parametric efi`ects of three fundamenial influences on crack
propagation: fequency {u), stress ratio. (R), and temperature (T).
j
^^ ^ This interpolative model is based on the hyperbolic sine equation,
^	 `	 '
^
^ log (da/dn) = C, sink (C 2
 (lotr (0}{) +C9)) + C,




.., C =f R v T'n	 ^ (	 )
,; ^ ,^,
-^	 ^ ^ C, .^ f, (y: R, T)
-
4	 ^:. This model presents a flexible alternative to the familiar Paris equation and has gained
^; ^^
.^
r acceptance in the aerospace industry... 	 3
^,
^. 8. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Crack growth .rate curves (da/dn vs vK) were generated ic,r lncolc yy 903 STA-2 at $} 1 °}^
(1000°F) and 922°K (1200°F) in 34.5 MN/m z (5000 psig) hydrogen (figures V-2 and>V-3). Testing
' was also conducted; at 922°K (1200°F) in 34.5 MN/m^ (5000 psis) hydrogen and' water vapor
^ {figure V-4) to define environmental degradation. A composite plot of all three temperature-
environment conditions (figure V-5) revealed that there was a significani_ncrease in the crack
^ ,„ growth rate with the increase in test temperature, and an extremely significant increase (three
'^ orders of magnitude) in the crack growth rate due to the hydrogen-water vapor environment.
i
1 Crack growth rate curves for MAR-M-246 (Hf modified) in the conventionally cast (CG)'
^,
form are presented in figures V-6 through V-9. Testing was performed at 811°K-(1000°F) and
'f :1144°}{ (1600°F) in 34.5 MN/m 2
 {5000 )^sig) hydrogen, and at 1144°K (1600°F} in 34.5 MN/m2
^ (5000psig) hydrogen and water vapor (50°i^ by weight). As with Incoloy 903, the MAR-M-246 CC
j material exhibited a considerable increase in crack growth rate with increasing temperature;
^	 ^"x F}owever, the effect of the . hydrogen-water vapor environment was negligible when compared with
`	 ;	 _ ! he hydrogen environment...
^	 E':::i
( The MAR-M-24Fi (Hf modified) material in the directionally solidified (DS) farm was tested
;, ^ at conditions similar to the CC material,-and the test results are plotaed in figures V l0 through
^	 `:- V-13. Increasing temperature and addition o1' water to ihe'hydmgen environment both caused
))
^" significant increases in the crack growth rate. The effect on crack growth of increasing-
'	
.i` ^ temperature :was greater for the CC material, but. the effect of`the water vapor environment was




^,	 a:y. Figure V`-14 presents a composite plot of a119 material/temperature/environment conditions',c	
^ ; tested. Complete crack .growth test conditions and results are listed in table V-1.
^	 ^ • ti
^: ;
I ^^
^	 ^	 ^ * Annis; C, G., R. M. Wallace, and D. L, Sims, "An Interpolative Model for Elevated Temperature Fatigue Crack
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Figure V-5, '	 Crach Growth Rate css Stress Intensity for Incolo^^ 903 STA-2 irl 34.5 MN/m^ (0000 psig) gaseous En^^ironments at 811 °K ^
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'Figure V-6. ^'racl^, Gr;irti^th, Rate us Stress Intenst^^ for: Conventionallti^ Cast e M^1R-M-246 (Hf Modified) in 34.5 MN/m 2 <5000 prig)
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Figure V-10. Crack Growth Rate us Stress Intensity for Drection.all^^ Solidified MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified) irz 34.5 MN/m^ ,5000 psih) 	 ^ o
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i^	 Figure V-11. Crack Growth Rate us Stress Intensity for Directionally Solidified MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified) in 34.5 MN/m^ (5000 psig)	 ^
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Figure L^ 12. Crack Growth Rate us Stress Intensity for Directionally Solidified MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified) in 34.5 111N/m^ (5000 psig)
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Figure ^ 13, Crack Growth, :Rate vs .Stress Intensity for Directionally Salidified MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified) in :34.5 MN/m^ (5000 psig)
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	 Crack Growth Rate Testing of Incoloy 903 and MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified) i►t 34,5 MN/m' (5000 psig) Gaseous Environments
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(, _C.	 TEST PROCEDURE	 ^	 ',
The specimen configuration used for crack growth testing was the lw compact tensile
specimen detailed in figure III-7. This specimen incorporated achevron-type crack-starter notch
and. integrally machined knife edges for Crack Opening Displacement (GOD) extensometry
attachment as recommended: by ASTM E399-74, "Plane-Strain h'racture Toughness o(' Meiallict
Materials." Specimen thickness was chosen. to conform to supplied raw material dimensions,. and
I ^,
,;
to the high pressure test vessel retort size.
L Incoloy 903' STA-2 specimens were machined from pancake forgings such that crack growth
properties in the radaTdirection would. be obtained (C-R orientation per ASTM 11.199-74). The
I MAR-M-246 {Hf modified) DS material was machined such that crack growth properties could.
be determined parallel to the primary gain direction (see figure III-2; T-I^ orientation per ASTM
E399-74) .	 ..
j
^ A .compliance calibration was conducted to relate the COD :measured by the test
^	 ^ extensometry to the test specimen crack length. A compliance calibration specimen from each 	 '
,,
material and/or form was machined. The compliance between the measured COD and. the	
_'.
handbook:* prediction was compared at'varous crack length, load, and temperature conditions 	 `(
'^ for each specimen. Results :are presented in table V-2 and figure V-15. The measured. COD agreed 	 t't





The compliance calibrations were conducted in air at atmospheric pressure. It was assumed
"a that the elevated temperature, high-pressure hydrogen test environments would cause crack-tip
embrittlement which should ensure that the handbook assumptions of plane strain and linear
elasticity would be met:.. Examination of the fracture appearance of tested specimens confirmed 	 :^
that	 the	 assumptions	 of plane strain. were . valid.	 Very	 small	 shear	 lips were	 t'ormed	 ,^
(^^^ oblique ti 5^^^), indicative . of a small crack-tip plastic zone when compared to crack length^
'	 ^ and specimen dimensions ,(figure III-2).
^,,
i	 ;l Stress intensity values (K) were calculated from the eyraation:
._
,r	 l
iC	 (iW^ ^ 29.fi (	
W ^
	
—185.5	 ( W)	 d G55.7 ( W)	 11117.0 ( W)	 I fi:3N.4) ( \^ J /
^	 .: -	 where
'	 '
^^.
K	 =	 stress intensity (psi-in.'s)
` ^ P	 =	 applied load (pounds)
,;	 `	 ^ B	 = ` specimen thickness. (inches)
W	 =	 pecimen width (inches)
j	 ^	 ^ ^ a	 =	 crack length (inches);]
'""" and cyclic stress intensity (^K) was calculated by the equation;
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where
OK	 =	 cyclic stress intensity (Psi-in.0}'
KmA= `=	 stress intensity at max cyclic load
' K„„a	 =	 stress intensity at min cyclic load ^ '
with.
^. t
R = 0.1 (R _minimum. load/maximum load) ^^
[,t Test specimens were axial tension-tension fatigue precracked at 300°K (80°F) using a ^ .fatigue machine operating at a frequency of 30 Hz (1800 cpm^ and Rratio = 0.1. Maximum '-
precrack loads were approximately 80 °0
 of the maximum loads used during crack growth testing. i•
1t
^,
High-pressure environmenfal tests were conducted on a closed-loop, hydraulically actuated '^'
'^ test machine located in an isolated test cell (figure V-1G). The pressure vessel with test frame end
hydraulic actuator system are shown in figure V-17. The pressure vessel was similar to the I^CF
vessel, and is shown in figures V-18 and V-19.
The test machine compensates for internal gas .pressure loading o1' the test specimen
through a pressure transducer. feedbacl: signal to the servesystem. The signal is used i;o control a
steady force to the load linkage that is equal and opposite. to the internal hydrogen pressure load
against the load rod.
1
s
'"f Table V-2. Crack Length Vs Crack Opening Displacement (COD) Compliance Calibration Data
,
,^ for Incoloy 903 and MAR-M-246 (Hf Modified)
,,1
.	 Chick (Jpening Dispiacentrnl
Measured Average
Specimen	 Tempern(ure	 1'ahLrntiun Lund	 ('mck length	 Experimenlnl 61ea•surenu,rrf	 Ifnndhnuk + I'rcdicfiun
Alah'rinf	 S!N	 °K	 °F'	 N	 l8	 mm	 inch	 mrn	 inch	 ntrn	 irndr
Inculrn• JI13	 1	 :100	 All	 111'211	 1500..	 12;G7	 0.499	 0,2x2	 0:111117	 1).'1G•1	 Q:Alli4 )
3 S'1:4 ?	 3lN)	 AO	 I 1120	 2ri1N1	 l'3 A7	 0 54fi	 U i IS	 0:01:46	 (I 4 rA	 IYIII ^9t
3tN)	 A0	 1 1120	 Z51N1	 Y5 fNi	 0 593	 li 1 r2	 Ua)IGfi	 0 ! 17	 11111),4
700	 AtN)	 6fi7?	 1500	 75 IHr	 0 59:1	 0 219	 Oa1119A	 0 r 14	 (11NI+)li
" ]]3
^	 ^ All	 IOIN)	 : 6672	 151N)	 15.(Ir	 0.69:1	 0 254.	 O.U11N1	 11.3:16	 t1.IN1+l7 ^.	 ^
922	 12IX)	 fi(i72	 15fN)	 15^(Ni	 0.Fi9:3	 11.1(17	 {).0105	 1).154	 0.1)IINI '5^!
8 1
1t :i	 :i1N1	 HO	 ` 444A	 IiNN)	 -1,1.54	 - 0:63$	 ll 117	 0.0141G	 0.1'21	 0 Ot)i9
31N1
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AO	 3336	 750	 lA 29	 0 .320'	 tl'L71	 ^	 1).0107	 11.1A•i	 ILI11T2
11:>,H' 11 =2411	 9 li	 :i1N1	 Ab	 , 444A	 IINNI	 13:23	 Il.Fi11	 0.114	 ILINI4S	 I! I I?	 I1.lNYl1i
t1U ^tudiliedl	 -	 ;100	 AU-	 :1336
	
750
	 14,27	 {1'5(1'2	 11.147	 II,t11L11	 0.107..:	 OQQP2
i C+m^'t•nU+ranlly	 :{1111	 AO	 2669	 GfN)	 T5.21	 0.599	 II,lf12	 0.011.10.	 11.1114	 O.11Otl -	 s.
^ Ca,t	 AI I	 11N)11	 - 2669
	
fi1N)	 l ri 21	 fL;><J9	 (1.114	 1).00.15	 0.11'2	 0.t10IA
i :iIXl	 All	 .2224
	
51N)	 16..)3	 Q,fi4a	 O.IU4	 t),INI•tl	 ILIILi	 0[N)fl
b
^1t112-hlltti	 1i-A`2	 :4110	 Al)'	 :;1fiCiff	 AIN)	 lii,79	 0:54:;	 r1.107	 11:01612	 Il:)lil	 OallCfl
111t1intiitierl)	 HI1	 ICNNI	 3114	 71N)	 I:i.79	 (LCi4a	 tl.lfld-	 Ii.INlll	 11101	 ILINFI4
I)irecl ionr+ll^ 	 :StN)	 AO	 )a:i6	 7fi0	 14 45	 0.569	 0.I I4	 0;01145	 0 1 l'Z	 0 tN111
tinittlll'ied	 All	 IINN)	 43:46	 7511	 11	 Ifi	 11,5119	 ILI27	 U.I1tL51)	 II 117	 1)INIS11
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Figure V-18. Crack Crowth Rate Pressure Vessel, Closed
For elevated temperature testing, atwo-zone resistance furnace with separate control
systems for each zone was used. The furnace surrounds the specimen and fits within the frame of
the pressure vessel ( figure V - 19). Thermocouples attached to the specimen gage section were used
to monitor and control temperature during test.
Hydrogen and water vapor environment was obtained utilizing triple -distilled water in a
pure hydrogen -containing retort system so the water was vaporized by furnace heat. The retort
system, containing the test specimen and water, fits within the furnace and consists of a
piston/tube type arangement ( figures V-20 and V -21). The piston, attached to the lower pull md,
incorporates an O-ring which provides a seal against. the inner surface of a tube ( cylinder), which
is attached to the upper pull rod. During test the tube remains basically stationary relative to the
piston. The base of the piston incorporates an O-ring hole for passage of the extensometer tube,
and check valves which allow hydrogen to enter the retort and prevent water from escaping.
Pressure inside the retort and vessel was equalized; therefore, the retort contained the hydnlgen-
water vapor environment and was not subjected to any stresses due to differential ( internal to
external) pressure. Thermocouples also exit the retort via connectors installed in the base of the
piston. They monitor and control specimen and water vapor temperature. By controlling the
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Specimen COD was measured and recorded throughout the test duration using a Linear
Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) type extensometer system (figure V-22). COD was
monitored and recorded on a stripchart recorder, and on the "X" axis of an "X -Y" recorder. The
load sensed by the external load cell was recorded on the "Y" axis of the recorder.
Prior to test, specimens were rinsed with trichlorethylene, wiped dry, rinsed with acetone,
wiped dry, and inserted into the teat fixture. All handling of specimens was done with clean
gloves.
Periodic checks of hydrogen test environments revealed oxygen levels less than 1 ppm. The
teat and gas handling procedures used for Crack Gmwth rate testing were similar to those used
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Figure V-20. Crack Growth Rate Retort System with Furnace in Place
FAe Isms
Figure V-21. Crack Growth Rate Retort System and Extensometry
V-24
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Figure V-22. Crack Growth Rate Test Specimen
with Extensometer and LVDT Attached
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